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ABSTRACT Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have received broad
attention in the past decades due to their excellent physical
and chemical properties and thus been regarded as a powerful
candidate for future star-materials. Although various CNT
products and their related applications have been demon-
strated recently, their performance can hardly meet the re-
searchers’ expectations compared with their theoretical
properties. The current predicament is caused by the im-
mature synthesis method, including the basic science and the
producing technology. As the synthesis with controlled
structures determines its future, this review summarizes the
progress on the basic research and industrialization of CNTs
in the past decades, including the fine structure control, ag-
gregation status design and scale-up production, and further
points out the way for the future development of CNTs
combining with specific applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) discovered in 1991 [1], possess
the unique structure and superior properties as a typical
one-dimensional (1D) nanomaterial. Since single-walled
carbon nanotube (SWNT) was reported in 1993 [2],
various topological structures, caused by rolling up gra-
phene nanosheets with different sizes along different di-
rections, provide much more fantastic properties in nano-
electronics [3–5] and nano-photonics [6–8]. Specifically,
SWNTs could be either metallic (m-SWNT) or semi-
conducting (s-SWNT) depending on their topological
structures [9]. Due to the advantages of high tensile
strength [10], high carrier mobility [11], and large specific
surface area [12], CNTs have already shown broad ap-

plications [13], including high-performance nano-elec-
tronic devices, sensors and energy conversion devices. At
present, the worldwide commercial interest in CNTs is
the production capacity of several thousand tons per year
[14]. However, optional use of CNTs in numerous fields
led to an embarrassing situation for CNT and it is ne-
cessary to reassess the structure, properties and related
applications of CNTs before the upcoming industrializa-
tion.

Synthesis determines the future. To make the best use
of the diverse advantages of CNTs towards applications,
many researchers focused on their synthesis in the past
decades. Throughout the development of CNTs synthetic
technology, two obvious trends are the fine structure
control of CNTs [15–17], especially SWNTs, and the
aggregation and scale-up synthesis [18–20]. Although
great achievements have been made, the gap between the
fine-structure control and scale-up synthesis seems to
become larger. In other words, it is hard to combine
quantity (increasing yield and reducing cost) and high-
quality (improving purity and selectivity) in CNT pro-
duction, which hinders further popularization. Which
kind of CNTs benefits the specific application considering
the balance between performance and cost? How to
highlight these properties of CNTs from the view of
synthesis? Before answering these questions, the era of
CNTs would never come. In this review, we briefly
summarize the progress of basic research and in-
dustrialization of CNTs in the past decades, and try to
point out the direction for the future development of
CNTs. The current application field of CNTs and related
requirements for further applications are also introduced.
Based on these requirements, an overview on CNT
synthesis from the aspects of fine structure control, ag-
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gregation form control and scale-up synthesis is made.
Finally, we give a perspective on each section, and a
blueprint for the development of CNTs in the future.

STRUCTURES AND PROPERTIES OF CNTs

Geometry and electronic structure
CNT could be regarded as a seamless cylinder rolled up
by one or multi-layers of graphene [1,2]. Each CNT is
composed of three parts as cap, wall and edge, as shown
in Fig. 1a. In view of bonding, the central wall of a perfect
CNT has all carbon atoms bonded in a hexagonal lattice
and each atom connects with three nearest ones via sp2

hybridized orbitals, leaving the π electron delocalized
over the whole sidewall. In comparison, the fine structure
of cap remains unclear, because of the various possibi-
lities with pentagon or heptagon defects. It is believed
that the cap is the main decisive factor of the unique
structure of CNTs, while the original edge connected to
the catalyst is actually the true executor causing its chiral
angle [21]. The bare edges without any catalysts could be
created by cutting a CNT while these edges could be ra-
pidly functionalized when exposed in air [22]. As a typical
1D nanomaterial, CNT displays the superior length/dia-
meter ratio. The diameter usually ranges from 0.8 to
2.0 nm for SWNTs, and up to several hundred nan-

ometers for multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWNTs)
[14], with the length exceeding half a meter [23], which
makes CNTs like super molecules or single crystals.

Although there is a structural similarity to graphene,
CNTs, especially SWNTs, present very fantastic electronic
structures by introducing different curling vectors to the
graphene sheets, which makes the SWNTs to be either
semiconducting or metallic. The electrical behavior of a
given SWNT could be simply distinguished from its
chiral index (n, m) [24]. If n−m=3k (k is an integer), the
SWNTs are metallic (only for armchair types, k=0) or
semi-metallic with a tiny band gap, otherwise they exhibit
obvious semiconducting behavior with a sizeable band
gap inversely proportional to the diameter. For example,
(19, 0) nanotube is semiconducting and its electronic
structure is shown in Fig. 1b [6]. Generally, MWNTs are
metallic and usually present the similar electrical prop-
erties to those of metallic SWNTs. Moreover, MWNTs
and metallic SWNTs can achieve the ballistic transport
over a long mean free path and thus can carry an im-
pressive current density. For example, MWNTs can load
a current up to 109 A cm−2, much higher than mixed
SWNTs [25].

Excellent properties decide the wide applications
The excellent geometrical and electrical properties of

Figure 1 Structure of CNTs decides excellent properties, which further decides the wide applications. Geometric structure (a) of CNT and electronic
structure (b) of (19, 0) nanotube, which indicate its hollow cylinder structure and the semiconducting property (Reprinted with permission from Ref.
[6], Copyright 2008, Springer Nature). (c) Journal publications in Web of Science according to the keywords “carbon nanotubes, applications” and
“carbon nanotubes, growth”, respectively. Many applications have been explored, which is reflected by the great increase in the number of relative
publications and structure-controlled growth of CNTs is still a big challenge with a slow growth of the related publications.
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CNTs determine their various applications in different
fields. As shown in Fig. 1c, the annual number of CNT-
related publications continues to grow. Because of the
stable and strong carbon-carbon covalent bond, CNTs
possess the similar elastic modulus and classy tensile
strength with graphene. For example, the elastic modulus
and tensile strength of an individual MWNT are 1 TPa
and 100 GPa, respectively, which are over 10-fold stron-
ger than carbon fiber [10]. Therefore, CNTs can be used
as additive to enhance the strength of other materials,
such as polymers or precursor resins [26]. More and more
CNT-based composites have been successfully applied
into our daily supplies, such as bicycles and badminton
rackets [14].

Ultra-high electron and hole mobilities further prove
the excellent electrical property of CNTs, both up to
100,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 in theory [27]. Therefore, MWNTs or
SWNTs without any post-growth treatment are often
directly used as coatings, films or guest in composites to
enhance the conductivity of the host materials, and im-
prove the electron transport for energy storage. For ex-
ample, the improved conductivities of 10,000 S m−1 have
been realized for polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) when
containing 10 wt% SOCl2 treated SWNTs [28], and of
2000 S m−1 for polyurethane (PU) with 15 wt% MWNTs
[29]. Besides the metallic SWNTs, 2/3 of SWNTs are
semiconducting with proper band gaps, which are con-
sidered as the most promising candidates to replace sili-
con in semiconductor industry. At present, plenty of
CNT-based field effect transistors (FETs) [4,30–32] and
thin film transistors (TFTs) [33,34] have been obtained in
the laboratory. For the lower scattering rate and smaller
effective mass of electrons, CNTs are more competitive
than other materials for high-performance transistor de-
vices.

Except for the mechanical and electrical properties, the
unique structures of CNTs also favor the phonons to
propagate along the nanotube smoothly. Thermal con-
ductivity of an individual CNT is about 3000 W mK−1 for
MWNTs [35], and up to 3500 W mK−1 for SWNTs [36],
which are comparable to those of other carbon allo-
tropies, diamond and graphite. In fact, the experimental
measurements on thermal conductivity of CNTs usually
show the significantly scattered results, in the range of
2000 to 6000 W mK−1, far behind the simulated results
[37]. A series of applications have been developed based
on the high thermal conductivity of CNTs, such as
polymer/CNTs nanocomposites or coatings. Thermal
conductivity of MWNTs-filled polypropylene composites
could be improved by ~3 times compared with pure

polypropylene matrix (~0.6 W mK−1) [38]. CNTs com-
posites can also be used as the main building blocks for
thermal management. When 1 wt% SWNT powder was
added to the industrial epoxy, the thermal conductivity
increased 70% at 40 K, and up to 125% at room tem-
perature [39].

CNTs also exhibit a high chemical stability and good
chemical compatibility with biomolecules due to the
carbon-carbon bond, such as DNA and proteins [14].
Therefore, they can play a vital role in bio-imaging, bio-
sensors, or environment monitoring. In bio-imaging,
SWNTs are preponderantly applied as a local heater in
near-infrared radiation [40], photoacoustic imaging [41],
and fluorescent [42]. For CNT biosensors, they can sen-
sitively response to the surrounding change of biological
internal environment through recording the electrical
impedance or optical properties. For the environment-
related application, especially water purification for
commercialization, tangle CNTs were fabricated into
porous filters with controlled size, and then used to
electrochemically remove organic contaminants, bacteria,
and viruses [43–45].

Although many applications have been explored, un-
fortunately most of them could not be converted into the
commercial products, because they usually show the ex-
cellent performance on single property, but could not
meet the stringent requirement of the market. In order to
solve this issue, a killer application combining various
advantages of CNTs must be focused on making a
breakthrough for the life and science. A typical example is
the CNT-FET, which requires both the high carrier mo-
bility and the high thermal conductivity to ensure the
heat dissipation for the devices.

CONTROLLED SYNTHESIS DETERMINES
THE FUTURE
Synthesis determines the future of materials. To max-
imize the advantages of CNTs, many studies focused on
the controlled synthesis in the last decades. As shown in
Fig. 1c, the publication number related to the controlled-
growth of CNTs increased monotonically. In this section,
the determinants for the controlled growth are analyzed,
and then the representative studies are discussed as four
aspects: geometric structure, electrical properties, ag-
gregation, and scale-up growth. Finally, to better show the
importance of controlled-growth, the corresponding ap-
plications related to each section are further illustrated.

Applications need CNTs with controlled structures
CNTs possess prominent properties. However, it is a pity
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that CNTs show unsatisfactory results in the practical
applications for various reasons, including the structure
and aggregates morphology. Therefore, structures of
CNTs should be controlled by the specific design.

In practical applications, the key problem is that the
individual CNT usually exhibits better properties than
CNT bundle. The main reason is that multi CNTs with
uniform structures have not been obtained till now. For
example, CNTs in crude powder samples mixed with
metal catalysts and excess amorphous carbon, inevitably
have many defects, including lattice vacancy and penta-
gon-heptagon pair [46]. Another problem for CNTs
samples is a wide distribution in length and diameter. For
the growth of vertical CNT array, the length (or height) is
an important criterion to evaluate the quality of the ob-
tained array. Meanwhile, it is important to control the
diameter and the wall number of CNTs to improve their
properties. In addition to structure control, property
control is also extremely important. For example, most
MWNTs are metallic, but for SWNTs, 2/3 of them are
semiconducting and the rest are metallic. It is a great
challenge to separate these two types of SWNTs because
of their structural similarity. For the solution-based se-
paration methods, some pollutants are unavoidably in-
troduced [47,48] and would weaken the performance of
CNTs [49], so to in-situ control the electrical property of
CNTs during the growth is highly valued. In addition,
another issue to grow SWNT array with uniform chirality
is still unresolved till now.

For most of the practical applications, the aggregated
CNTs are often necessary rather than the individual ones.
Therefore, it is very important to control the properties
and morphologies of CNTs aggregation. According to
their morphology difference, CNT aggregates could be
divided into three categories as 1D like high strength
CNT fibers [50], 2D like CNT films for fabricating TFT or
conductive film [33,51], and 3D like CNT sponge [20]
and vertical array [52]. Without a doubt, multi-designs on
dimensions greatly expand the application fields and in-
crease their market competitiveness. In the near future,
we believe that CNT slurry could be utilized in 3D
printing technology to fabricate the products with desired
morphology.

The controlled growth of CNTs not only lies in pur-
suing specific structure and properties, but also involves
the corresponding products or applications. For any ap-
plication, CNT aggregates could be realized by different
methods, definitely leading to different performance.
CNT material is usually evaluated based on the test re-
sults of the performance. Therefore, the material selection

for application is blind and lacks an accepted standard to
prior estimate these results. Therefore, it is fundamentally
necessary to establish the industry standards for CNT
products as well as carbon fibers. Taking CNT film as an
example, growth method, length and diameter distribu-
tion, and impurity concentration should be fully listed in
the reference standard. For CNT horizontal array, density
is another important index.

Geometry control improves the applications based on
mechanical properties
Geometric structures of CNTs mainly refer to the dia-
meter (number of walls for MWNTs), length, defect and
chirality. To control the geometric structure of CNTs, the
key points include the connection between catalyst and
CNTs, temperature, and gas atmosphere, of which, the
catalyst plays the essential role to modulate the fine
structure of the grown CNTs by changing its state, ac-
tivity and composition.

Diameter control
It is generally believed that the diameter of CNT is mainly
associated with the size of catalyst both for SWNTs and
MWNTs [53], which has been proved by the TEM results
in Fig. 2a [54–56]. Besides diameter, the catalyst size also
affects the number of walls for MWNTs. The statistics in
Fig. 2b show the relationship between CNT diameter and
the size of catalyst. It can be concluded that catalyst
particles with less than 5 nm mainly produce SWNTs,
and the ones larger than 10 nm mainly produce MWNTs.
For the size between 5 and 10 nm, both SWNTs and
MWNTs can be synthesized. The final results depend on
the growth condition. Generally, it tends to produce
SWNTs with etching gas and MWNTs with excess car-
bon, respectively.

For MWNTs, it is much more meaningful to control
the number of walls than the diameter, and it can be
realized by introducing etching gas during the growth
[57,58]. Typically, water is a good choice and the wall
number of CNTs can be tuned by the partial pressure of
water. Based on this principle, vertical array with highly
pure SWNTs was realized [59]. For SWNTs, much at-
tention has been paid to the diameter control, in order to
explore the limited diameters, especially the smallest ones
[60] and to get SWNTs with designated diameter. The
former is based on the curiosity of science, and the latter
is more valuable in practical application. Great efforts
have been made to control the CNT diameter by de-
signing catalysts. As a result, how to get a narrow size
distribution of metal or alloy nanoparticles is the primary
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challenge. At the early stage, controlling the size and
structure of catalyst precursor is considered as an effec-
tive way. By methods like importing a bit of iron into the
cores of apoferritin 61 or controlling the size of nearly
monodispersed nanoclusters [53,62], the target size dis-
tribution of catalyst precursor is achieved. However, even
the structure of catalyst precursor can be designed, its real
size can still vary at high temperature through agglom-
eration, evaporation or Ostwald ripening, especially for
the catalysts with low melting point which are often
considered as liquid state during the growth [63]. Thus, it
is not enough to simply control the structure of pre-
cursor, and the good stability of catalyst nanoparticles at
high temperature is also important. An effective way is to
use solid catalyst, such as TiO2 [64], W/Co alloy [64,65],
and Mo2C [66]. Some of them can even keep a specific
crystal face under high temperature, which is good for the
growth of specific SWNTs at high temperature. However,
even if the size distribution of solid catalysts is controlled
to be extremely narrow, the size distribution of SWNTs
still exists and may be caused by the different contact

modes between SWNTs and catalysts.
In recent years, studies on simply controlling the CNT

diameter have been reduced gradually, because it cannot
determine its properties eventually. SWNTs with similar
diameter can present completely different electrical
properties. However, controlling the chirality of SWNT
can determine its diameter at the same time. In recent
publications, catalysts with high melting point are also
suitable for the chirality control of SWNTs.

Length control
The length of the CNTs usually depends on their growth
methods, typically 50–300 μm for horizontal array [64,66]
and up to centimeter for vertical array [59]. But for
powder samples, the length is only tens of microns be-
cause of the blocks formed by the supports [58]. Never-
theless, super-long CNTs have been put forward and a
new strategy is proposed to enrich SWNTs with single
chirality. The growth of super-long CNTs follows the
“kite-flying” model [67], in which the catalysts detach
from the substrate and come into the gas because of the

Figure 2 Geometry structure control of CNTs. (a) Catalysts with different sizes to control the CNTs diameter or the number of walls. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [54], Copyright 2017, Elsevier; [55], Copyright 2008, Elsevier; [56], Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society). (b) The
relationship between the size of catalysts and diameter of CNTs: small catalysts for SWNTs and big catalysts for MWNTs. (c) Solid catalysts to realize
the chirality control. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [65], Copyright 2014, Springer Nature; [70], Copyright 2017, Springer Nature). (d)
Developing trend in the chirality control (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [71], Copyright 2017, Oxford University Press).
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thermal buoyancy. To obtain a much longer length, cat-
alyst must keep its activity for a longer time. Super-long
CNTs with 0.5 m length have been realized through
moving flat-temperature zone [23]. Detailed analysis in-
dicates that the length distribution of super-long CNTs
conforms to Schulz-Flory distribution firstly used in
polymer science, and the catalyst activity probability (α)
can be evaluated. In the case of half-meter CNT, up to
0.995 of α means that the catalyst deactivation probability
for adding one carbon dimer is lowered to 8.35×10−11.
Although synthesis of super-long CNTs paves the new
way to enrich CNTs with uniform chirality, the yield is
much limited.

Chirality control
The excellent properties of SWNTs arise from the topo-
logical structure, i.e., chirality. Chirality control is only
involved in the growth of SWNTs. Realizing the precise
control of SWNT chirality can solve most of the problems
in the synthesis of individual nanotube. Therefore, chir-
ality control is regarded as the “Holy Grail” in SWNTs
synthesis. From the view of geometry point, the key to
control the chirality is to control the formation of the
hemispherical cap composed of six pentagons, which
normally forms at the initial phase of SWNT growth.
Recent publications mainly focus on how to control the
cap or seed structure.

The seed growth, or “cloning” invented by Smalley et
al. [67,68], refers to the novel method which elongates
SWNT from an opening end, and the newly added car-
bon-carbon six-membered ring can maintain the initial
chirality of the SWNT seed [22,69]. Although this method
is hopeful to obtain the SWNTs with nearly totally
identical chirality, the growth efficiency strongly restricts
its further improvement. Compared with carbon seeds,
catalysts with high efficiency could be easily obtained in
catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method.
Catalyst is believed to be the most important factor af-
fecting the chirality. As shown in Fig. 2c, since a rigid
catalyst is beneficial for the chirality control of SWNTs,
many solid catalysts, such as W/Co alloy [65], Mo2C and
WC [70], have been developed to replace the traditional
liquid catalysts. Fig. 2d indicates that the corresponding
growth mechanism transfers from vapor-liquid-solid to
vapor-solid-solid [71]. Obviously, the change of catalyst
state improves the chirality selectivity of SWNTs.

Based on the solid catalysts [65,70,72], the nucleation
and growth of CNTs can be analyzed in the view of
thermodynamics or kinetics. In thermodynamics, the
chirality was defined by the composition and structure of

solid catalysts, akin to the growth phenomenon between
heterogeneous crystals. Then symmetry matching was put
forward to control the chirality of CNTs, so (12, 6) and (8,
4) nanotubes were successfully enriched with high se-
lectivity [70]. More importantly, this strategy can enrich
one type of SWNTs but not limited to only one. A recent
theory describes the nucleation thermodynamics by in-
troducing the configurational entropy, and the chirality
distribution under different temperatures combining with
calculations is also demonstrated [73]. For these theories,
much more experiments should be attempted to prove
the exact nucleation thermodynamics of CNTs. On the
other hand, the kinetic growth behavior was described
using screw-dislocation theory [74], which pointed out
that the growth rate depended on the number of dis-
locations or kinks. Specific kinetic growth behavior was
speculated to be related to the growth modes depending
on different catalysts [74,75]. Theoretically, two different
modes of sphere and slab are widely used to study the
growth dynamics of SWNT, which show different re-
lationship between the growth rate and chiral angle. Ex-
perimentally, these two growth rate laws match well with
two specific growth modes, named tangential and per-
pendicular modes (Fig. 2d) [54]. In tangential mode, the
catalysts seem to be “soft” to own the same diameter with
the nanotubes, and part of the catalyst atoms could be
sucked into the nanotube. In perpendicular mode, how-
ever, the catalysts seem to be “hard” and stay out of the
nanotubes with a larger size than the nanotubes. Both two
modes exist in liquid catalyst system with only vertical
growth mode for the solid catalyst system. As the growth
mode can strongly affect growth preferences, to maintain
a unique mode is beneficial for improving the selectivity.

In a word, it is vitally important to find or design the
solid catalysts and to further build an exact relationship
between the nanotubes and the active lattice plane of
catalysts. It is well known that many common catalysts
tend to be solid under a low growth temperature, and this
strategy is usually adopted to synthesis powder sample
with a slight selectivity of near-armchair nanotubes
[57,71]. Though catalyst control is still an obstacle for
controlling the SWNTs chirality, the selectivity can be
further improved through deep understanding of cata-
lysts in atomic scale.

Defect control
Defect is a serious problem for most materials, but not for
CNTs because of the strong carbon-carbon covalent
bond. It is hard to produce defects in CNTs, especially
SWNTs at high growth temperature. Relevant theoretical
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calculations show that self-repairing on CNTs can happen
quickly to make defects disappear at high temperature
even if these defects have already formed [76]. Experi-
ments indicate nearly no defects on SWNTs [77] and
some defects on MWNTs [78]. The growth of MWNTs
needs much more carbon source increasing the possibility
to produce defects. Luckily, CNTs with perfect structure
are pursued in most experiments and practical applica-
tions. Besides the intrinsic defects, the intentional doping
is necessary for CNTs to adjust their properties, such as
N-doping [79] or carboxylation [80] to increase the so-
lubility of CNTs in water. Chemical modifications have
been developed mainly for MWNTs rather than SWNTs
because this method can seriously break the wall struc-
tures of CNTs and form graphene nanoribbon or similar
fragments [81]. At present, very little study has been done
on the defects of CNTs. If the effective defect control can
be realized, the application fields of CNTs could be
broadened absolutely.

Applications based on mechanical properties
Based on the geometric structure of CNTs, two related
applications have been developed, material synthesis and
load-bearing applications [26,82]. For the former one,
improving the structure control has a significant effect on
the properties of CNT aggregates. Typically, through
controlling diameter of CNTs in the vertical array, super-
aligned arrays formed and were directly fabricated into
CNT fibers or films, as shown in Fig. 3a [58,59,83]. At
present, super-aligned MWNT arrays have been realized

in laboratory, but super-aligned SWNT arrays are rarely
reported because diameter distribution has stronger effect
on SWNTs than that on MWNTs. Improving diameter
control of SWNTs to obtain super-aligned SWNT arrays
with good spinning ability is still a great challenge.

For load-bearing applications, super strong CNT fibers
or yarns are mainly fabricated to give full play to their
excellent elastic modulus and high tensile strength, as
shown in Fig. 3b [84]. Compared with some metal ma-
terials, CNT fibers show much higher tensile strength.
CNT yarns made by high-quality few-walled CNTs have
presented a strength of 8.8 GPa, which is still much less
than that of the individual CNT [50]. Recent research
shows that a possible reason is Daniels effect owing to the
discontinuous lengths of CNTs. It means that not all
CNTs work in testing situation. A synchronous tighten-
ing and relaxing strategy was developed to realize the
uniform length of CNTs, and the measured tensile
strength was as high as 80 GPa [85]. In applications based
on strength property, there is no obvious difference be-
tween MWNTs and SWNTs. Considering the low price of
MWNTs, they are widely used in many fields, such as an
additive to improve the strength of composites. In con-
trast, SWNTs is light in weight but with high cost, and a
less amount of addition can greatly improve the strength
of composites, so they are appropriate in many high-end
applications.

Band structure decides electrical applications
As mentioned above, CNTs have two types of electrical

Figure 3 Applications based on controlling of CNT diameter or number of walls: material design (a) (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [59],
Copyright 2004, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS); [83], Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society) and increasing
the strength of materials (b) (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [84], Copyright 2013, AAAS). The red circle in (b) represents the CNTs and carbon
fibers and the blue circle represents other metal materials.
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properties, metallic and semiconducting. In most appli-
cations based on the electrical properties, only CNT
samples with uniform conductivity (metallic or semi-
conducting) can meet the requirements. Most of the
MWNTs are metallic [25]. The raw SWNTs are usually
obtained in mixture with 1/3 metallic and 2/3 semi-
conducting ones. To improve the purity of SWNTs, many
methods have been developed, mainly concentrating on
three types of methods, including the direct growth
method [86–95], post-treatment [90–95] and solution
separation [96–98].

Direct control in CVD system and post-treatment
Because of the higher chemical reactivity of metallic
SWNTs than semiconducting ones, researchers have tried
to treat the SWNT mixture with appropriate etchants
(oxygen, OH radical, etc.) [88,89], or to apply external
irradiation/field with high energy (plasma, UV-light, xe-
non irradiation, microwave, etc.) [93–95] to enrich

semiconducting nanotubes. Some s-SWNTs with small
diameters could also be removed because the activity of
SWNT is also affected by the diameter difference. Fig. 4a
shows the current progress on post-treatment and direct-
growth methods. In these methods, strategies based on
chemical reactivity, mainly gas etching, usually offer a
relative low selectivity than those based on electrical
properties. Up to now, the most efficient method to en-
rich s-SWNTs is electrical breakdown and nearly 100
percent m-SWNTs can be removed with all the s-SWNTs
retained [99]. However, this method is not suitable for the
high density samples like more than 100 nanotubes/μm.
Obviously, the big disadvantage of post-treatment meth-
od is the degradation of array density, since at least 1/3 of
the as-grown SWNTs are removed. Therefore, improving
the density of CNTs during CVD growth is very im-
portant.

For direct growth method, it can provide CNTs with
high density but relatively low selectivity. Although much

Figure 4 Separation of metallic and semiconducting CNTs. (a) The ideal and real situation of the CNT horizontal array on substrate. (b) High-purity
CNTs through solution-based separation methods: DGU, GC, APTE and SD. These methods are developed in different phases. (c) The developing
trends of solution-based separation strategy, including groups and configuration designing, and the future designing. (d) Comparison between the
CNTs devices fabricated by direct growth and solution-based separation (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [104], Copyright 2016, Springer
Nature).
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effort has been made by adopting mixed carbon source,
bimetal catalysts, etc., the best selectivity is still much
lower than 99%. The main reason is that the two types of
nanotubes show very little difference during their growth
process. Considering that the electrical properties of
SWNTs uniquely depend on the chiral index, chirality
control based on the catalysts design shows great possi-
bility to overcome the limitation of density and purity
simultaneously. For example, using WC catalyst, semi-
conducting (8, 4) nanotubes could be enriched with about
80% selectivity and the density exceeds 10 tubes/μm [70].
On the other hand, an electro-renucleation approach
recently has been developed to twist the chirality of the
CNTs, and nearly defect-free semiconducting CNT hor-
izontal array with less than 0.1% residual metallic CNTs
has been obtained on the substrate [100].

In terms of purity and density, post treatment and di-
rect growth methods fall far behind the target of
99.9999% semiconducting selectivity and high density of
more than 125 nanotubes/μm in horizontal array [101].
However, the advantages of these methods are the clean
surfaces of SWNTs as well as the easily controlled or-
ientation on substrates. To solve the purity and density,
direct growth method combined with chirality control
with electric field, could finally make a breakthrough.

Solution separation
Solution-phase separation method attracts more and
more attention because of its high efficiency and the
outstanding performance of the final products. This
method mainly includes four routes: density gradient
ultracentrifugation (DGU) [96], gel chromatography
(GC) [97], aqueous two phases extraction (ATPE) [98]
and selective dispersion (SD) [102,103], as summarized in
Fig. 4b. These strategies have been developed to enhance
the purity of SWNTs with specific properties. For ex-
ample, the purity of either m- or s-SWNTs has been
proved to be higher than 99%, even 99.9% for s-SWNTs.
In DGU method, density gradient medium and the
adopted surfactants are the key factors affecting the se-
paration efficiency. Even SWNTs with single chirality can
be obtained through introducing the appropriate surfac-
tants in the nonlinear density gradient medium. Similar
to DGU, the separation efficiency of GC also depends on
the surfactants and stationary phase. Besides, temperature
and pH can affect the separation results as well. However,
the high technical threshold and relatively low separation
efficiency limit the further improvement of these meth-
ods. Interestingly, ATPE utilizes the different distribu-
tions of CNTs with different structures in two immiscible

aqueous phases formed by the addition of two polymers.
This method has the advantages of short separation time,
low cost, high yield and high concentration of SWNTs,
which is believed to be the most promising large-scale
separation method. However, this method relies on the
strict control of polymerization degree of each polymer,
and its purity is not high enough for further utilization.
SD method using biomolecules [103] or conjugated
polymers [102] can get the highest purity in solution-
separation methods, but it is limited by the high cost of
biomolecules and species of conjugated polymers.
Moreover, the removal of polymers is still a great chal-
lenge. Although DGU and GC have been applied to the
commercial separation, a method to separate SWNTs in
large scale with low cost is still desired.

On the other hand, the introduction of defects by ul-
trasonication and the wrapping of surfactants around
SWNTs significantly decrease the performance of device.
For example, the mobility of these nanotubes is usually
lower than 300 cm2 V−1 s−1, mostly resulted from the en-
ergy barriers for electron transfer between molecules and
nanotubes. To overcome these disadvantages of liquid-
phase separation in the future, both quality and quantity
should be considered and the key lies in the molecular
selection and design. As shown in Fig. 4c, from SDS,
DNA, to PFO, molecular design has undergone changes
from configuration to the functional group. In the future,
designing new small molecules with similar active side
chains or fragments of conjugated polymers which can
release CNTs to water seems to be a promising strategy to
improve the quantity and quality.

Applications based on electrical properties
The successful separation or selective growth of m- and s-
SWNTs will become a revolutionary process in many
important applications. Because of high carrier mobility
and low scattering rate, high quality s-SWNTs attract
much attention for fabricating transistors. As shown in
Fig. 4d [104], it is obvious that solution-phase separation
could provide samples with enough selectivity but de-
grade their intrinsic electrical properties. This means that
different transistors (Fig. 5a) [5,33], like FET and TFT,
should be fabricated by using s-SWNTs obtained from
different methods. The as-grown CNTs are better for
fabricating FETs, which usually demand CNT array with
much higher mobility. Since the first CNT transistor was
reported in 1998 [30], several milestones have been cre-
ated, including the first SWNT tunneling FET with a
subthreshold swing of <60 mV/decade in 2004 [31],
SWNT FETs with sub-10-nm channel lengths in 2012
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[32] and the first CNT computer in 2013 [105]. After-
wards, CNT complementary transistors with 5-nm gate
lengths were realized in 2017 [5]. In 2018, a DS-FET with
a CNT channel was reported [106], which can work three
times faster than 14-nm commercial silicon transistor
while consumes only a quarter of its energy. All of these
prove that CNT FETs exhibit better performance than
silicon transistors.

For TFTs, hundreds of mobility are enough and CNT
film can be deposited by solution method at low tem-
perature and nonvacuum. More importantly, CNTs can
be deposited on any substrate with various shapes as
expected through solution method. In 2011, the flexible
CNT TFTs (Fig. 5a), showing a mobility of 35 cm2 V–1 s–1

and a high on/off ratio of 6 × 106, were demonstrated
[33]. If further improving the CNT surface deposited
from solution and removing the polymers residual, the
performance of TFT must be greatly improved.

Besides s-SWNTs, metallic CNTs can also be used in
many fields, such as battery and supercapacitor (Fig. 5b)
[14,107]. Metallic CNTs, mainly MWNTs, have been
widely used in lithium ion batteries as the cathodes and
anodes through mixing with active materials and polymer
binders, such as 1 wt % CNTs loading in LiCoO2 [107].
MWNTs can increase the electrical conductivity of
cathodes to improve the transmission rate of electrons in
the battery and the mechanical strength of batteries. At

present, lithium ion batteries with MWNTs have made a
major commercial success. Many publications have re-
ported that CNTs could be fabricated as electrodes for
supercapacitors to present much higher power cap-
abilities and storage capacities [14,108,109]. Electrodes
made from SWNTs and MWNTs gave capacitances of
180 and 102 F g−1, respectively [14,108,109]. And, the
recent results indicate that an energy density of
16 W h kg−1 and a power density of 10 kW kg−1 were
obtained with a maximum voltage of 3.5 V for a super-
capacitor by using forest-grown SWNTs as electrode but
without any binder and additive [14]. This is attractive
and the performance could be further improved by re-
placing SWNT bundles and MWNTs with unbundled
SWNTs.

Aggregate synthesis decides application dimensions
As mentioned above, CNTs possess outstanding proper-
ties, which decide their wide applications in mechanical
field, electronic filed and so on. However, the nano-
structure of an individual CNT limits its application. It is
necessary to bridge the nano- and macro- structure of
CNTs, which can broaden the application dimensions of
CNTs and the synthesis of different aggregation
morphologies is the key point. Studies found that hier-
archical structures are contributed to the new properties
of mass transport, shape recovery, terahertz polarization,

Figure 5 Different applications based on conducting and semiconducting nanotubes. (a) Semiconducting nanotubes are used for fabricating FET and
TFT with high mobility and on/off ratio (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [5], Copyright 2017, AAAS; [33], Copyright 2011, Springer Nature). (b)
Metallic nanotubes are applied in energy storage field, such as battery and supercapacitor (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [14], Copyright 2013,
AAAS; [107], Copyright 2008, Wiley-VCH).
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and thermoacoustic sound for certain devices by taking
the CNTs as basic unit [110]. According to the macro-
scopic morphology of CNTs aggregates, they can be
roughly divided into three categories: 1D structures, like
CNT ropes [111] and fibers [112]; 2D structures, like
CNT films [48,113], horizontal arrays [77] and Bucky
papers [114]; and 3D structures, like CNT cotton [115],
vertically arrays [116], sponges [20] and gels [117–119].
Representative examples of the three aggregate statuses
are demonstrated in Fig. 6 and the details are discussed as
follows.

CNT aggregation of 1D structure mainly refers to CNT
fibers or yarns. For fabricating fibers, CVD method is
dominated and the fibers can be obtained either through
direct CVD synthesis or spinning from other CNT ag-
gregates. Two basic methods for large-scale production of
CNT fibers are “dry spinning” and “wet spinning” [120].
In dry-spinning method, fibers can be obtained through
direct spinning of CNT aerogel [121,122] or from a ver-
tical CNT arrays called “CNT forest” [18,123,124]. Wet
spinning method means that the fibers are formed from a
starting solution through cooling, solvent removal or
electrical field [120]. The advantage of this solution
method is to make composite fibers by merging other
functional materials with CNTs, such as polymers and

biomolecules [125,126]. The 1D structure of CNT fibers
decides their unique application fields. They provide
strengthening and flexibility for composite materials and
advanced functions. CNTs and their composite fibers can
be weaved into textiles [127]. The mechanical properties
and electrical conductivities of CNT fibers promote their
application in strain sensors [128], electrical wirings [129]
and biologic field [130]. In addition, CNT fibers are also
considered as the potential materials in aviation, auto-
mobiles, energy, and defense industries in the near future
[112].

CNT aggregation of 2D structure includes different
kinds of CNT films. These 2D films usually consist of
random or aligned CNTs on substrate and some can be
freestanding like Bucky Papers [114,131]. CVD method is
still the basic process for fabricating CNT films. Films on
substrates can be grown directly by loading catalyst [77]
on the substrates or through floating-catalyst CVD sys-
tem [132]. Others can be prepared by dissolving and
solution filtering from CNT powders [133]. Many pub-
lications reported the various solution-based deposition
methods, such as Langmuir-Blodgett [134], self-assembly
[135], dip coating [136], Meyer rod coating [137], and
electrophoretic deposition [138], to prepare 2D CNT
films. It should be mentioned that the forces between

Figure 6 The syntheses and wide applications of CNTs with different aggregation statuses.
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dispersion agents (polymers, surfactants, DNA, etc.) in
solution and the CNT bundles are double-edged swords,
because the removal of dispersion agents is also a key
question in the post-treatment process. 2D CNT films are
the most widely used CNT aggregation status. CNT mi-
croelectronic and optoelectronic devices with excellent
performances have been demonstrated. In macroscopic
aspect, CNT films can be used to fabricate TFT [139] and
transparent electrodes [140,141]. More applications like
sensors [142], wearable devices [143], polarizers [144]
and membranes [145], have also been fulfilled based on
different alignment and properties of CNT films.

CNT aggregation of 3D structure refers to the archi-
tectures with the increased amount of CNTs per projected
unit compared with 2D aggregation. They are macro-
scopic, engineered products based on assembled CNTs
with controlled orientation or configuration [110]. This
concept of hierarchical 3D organization can offer some
additional properties and enhance the performances, as
an important step towards practical applications. CVD
techniques have been used to prepare vertically aligned
CNT arrays [146], cottons [115] and macroscopic sponge
[20]. Other 3D structures like CNT hydrogel [117], or-
ganogel [147] and aerogel [148,149] can be obtained from
CNT suspensions with the help of polymers, surfactants
and so on. The light weight, high porosity, and large
surface area of CNT-based 3D products make them
promising for environmental applications such as sorp-
tion, filtration and separation [20,150]. Composites with
synergetic materials can be used as high-performance
cathodes in Li-ion batteries [151].

For further improving the quality and quantity of dif-
ferent CNT aggregations, it is guided to know that CNT
production process not only depends on molecular re-
action, but also involves multiphase reactor, hydro-
dynamics, gas dispersion, mass or heat transfer, and
system engineering [152]. Therefore, advanced knowl-
edge is needed on how the yield, purity and morphology
of aggregates are controlled by the parameters in the ki-
netic process, including size and distribution of catalysts,
growth time, feedstocks and operation window. In addi-
tion, intratubular van der Waals interactions, external
magnetic or electric fields should be taken into account to
manipulate the orientation of CNTs.

Scale-up technology decides future industrialization
Facing the increasing requirements towards practical
application, scale-up synthesis of CNT has attracted more
and more attention not only in research institution, but
also in industrial manufacture. Scale-up synthesis should

guarantee the supply of materials of large scale with low
cost. Compared with arc discharge and laser ablation,
CVD technology has the advantages of relatively mild
operating conditions and controllable synthesis, so it is
the most promising method for the scale-up of CNTs
[153]. However, scale up of CNTs is a very complex
process containing continuous production, mass transfer
and post-processing, which is far from those studied in
fundamental research. Therefore, different equipment
with novel methods and engineering principles are nee-
ded. Three typical scale-up methods of floating-catalyst
CVD (FCCVD), fluidized bed reactor and vertical array
technique have been developed to prepare large quantity
of CNTs with different macroscopic morphologies.

In the FCCVD method, the catalyst is driven into the
hot reaction zone from a syringe filled with catalyst dis-
persions or by the vaporization of catalyst at a proper
temperature. The catalysts used in this system are usually
organometallic compounds, especially metallocenes and
metal-CO complexes, typically ferrocene and Fe(CO)5
[152,154]. FCCVD is a manageable and cost-effective
strategy for the production of CNT aerogels [155]. Fur-
thermore, the as-prepared CNTs can be directly deposited
on a membrane or continuously be transferred onto other
substrates like PET [156]. Compared with the solution
filtering technique to deposit films, FCCVD method is
much simpler, and has less contamination and CNT da-
mages. The FCCVD equipment can be divided into ver-
tical architecture and horizontal architecture (Fig. 7a).
Through FCCVD method, a SWCNT thin film with a
length of more than 2 m has been obtained on a flexible
PET substrate [157], and many large-scale, flexible, and
transparent electronics have been reported [132,158]. The
challenge for FCCVD is how to control the wall number,
diameter, length, bundling, and s-/m- ratio of CNTs.
Therefore, the optimization of equipment, design of cat-
alyst and intensive knowledge of CNT hydromechanics
may be helpful.

Fluidized-bed (FB) CVD technique has been developed
for large-scale production of CNT powders, due to its
advantages of uniform mass and heat transfer, sufficient
growth space, and continuous operation [153,159]. This
process introduces an input gas to achieve fluidization of
catalyst particles. Although it is difficult to fluidize in-
dividual CNTs in such a reactor [160], the strong inter-
actions between CNTs lead to the formation of large-size
aggregation, which can then be fluidized. Aligned CNTs
can also be produced using fluidized CVD by tuning the
catalyst structure. For example, CNT arrays can be grown
among the layers of vermiculite in a fluidized bed reactor
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[161]. This method can reach a high yield, but the purity
and quality are relatively low comparing with other
methods. A five-level analysis on the mass production of
CNT powders has been put forward (Fig. 7b), including
the CNT assembly at the atomic scale, CNT agglomerate
structure, transport phenomena and growth kinetics,
process operation in industrial reactor, and finally the
environmental and ecological considerations [153]. Based
on this analysis, agglomerated CNTs have been success-
fully scaled up on the ton scale, and it is available in the
market.

Vertically aligned CNT (VACNT) arrays can also be
produced in large scale. In 2003, Hata et al. [59] in AIST
developed a “super-growth” method to grow SWNT
vertical arrays with high yield. Later this technology was
developed as a roll-to-roll method for SWNT growth. For
large-scale production of VACNTs, flat [162] and curved
surfaces [163] were used, and then a strategy of inter-
calating VACNTs into layered compounds was proposed
[164]. This method can directly construct a layered hy-
brid nanocomposite composed of alternate CNT films
and inorganic sheets. Furthermore, it is also effective in
fluidized-bed reactor and can realize the mass produc-
tion.

Though scale-up production has been developed ra-
pidly, there are still several problems limiting its further
industrialization and application. Comparing with SWNT
growth in laboratory, the selective growth in scale-up
production is still difficult to be achieved. Though most
SWNT products are reported to show large-chirality en-
richment, the controllable synthesis is still in an im-
mature state. Unfortunately, some of the requirements
seem to be paradox, which makes it difficult to make a

breakthrough in this area. For example, to realize a high
quality of SWNT, a high growth temperature is necessary,
while the catalysts trend to melt and lose the ability to
control SWNT structure at that high temperature. An-
other big problem is the purity of SWNT, especially the
content of metal impurity, for the metal residue could
significantly influence the yield and performance of
SWNT-based device. This requirement is clearly reflected
on the price of SWNT products, for the cost of SWNT
with metal impurity less than 1% is usually 4 times higher
than that with metal impurity less than 3.5%. Besides, the
production capacity and cost also need to be optimized.
So far, FBCVD method could offer SWNT capacity of
1000 kg per year with the price lower than $2000/kg
[165]. Overall, a kind of metal-free catalyst with high
melting point, high efficiency and uniform structure
should be helpful to break through the technical barrier.
Besides, a high ability to crack carbon source under lower
temperature may decrease the production temperature,
which could be more environmentally friendly and eco-
nomically.

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
CNTs have shown many potential applications in many
different areas, especially transparent conductors, nano-
devices and thermal interfaces. However, the develop-
ment of CNT products today is still limited by the
immature synthesis technology, which causes structure
defects, inhomogeneity, degradation of properties in
macroscale, and high cost. To overcome these problems,
several aspects should be considered simultaneously.

To improve the performance of individual CNTs and
CNT samples from microscale, controlling the fine

Figure 7 Scale-up synthesis of CNTs through CVD methods: (a) floating catalyst method (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [33], Copyright 2011,
Springer Nature; [157], Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH) and (b) fluidized bed reactors (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [153]. Copyright 2011,
Wiley-VCH). For both two methods, catalyst efficiency and equipment design should be considered for different demands.
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structure of CNTs, especially of SWNTs, is the key. Al-
though many efforts have been devoted to controlling the
diameter, electrical properties and even chirality of
SWNTs, it is still not enough. From the view of theore-
tical point, further understanding on the detailed growth
mechanism is still needed, for example, how CNT cap
forms in atomic scale, what’s the fine structure between
CNT and catalyst, and how the growth model affects the
chirality preference of SWNTs. Experimentally, more
methods to grow SWNTs with uniform structure should
be further developed and the catalyst design, including
high-temperature tolerance and the epitaxial growth from
SWNT segments should be focused on.

On the other hand, the scale-up synthesis of SWNTs
should also be paid attention to. Since cost-effective
CNTs are more competitive to increase the quality as well
as the quantity, simplifying the operation process between
production and application in order to avoid destroying
the perfect structure of CNTs as little as possible and
synthesizing CNTs via high purity with metal-free cata-
lyst are welcome. Moreover, as the bridge between the
microscopic properties of individual CNTs and macro-
scale performance of CNT productions, the aggregation
status should be designed particularly. Direct synthesis of
CNT productions with proper aggregates is an attractive
project.

Meanwhile, it is not enough to realize the above re-

quirements separately. It is the combination that could
finally determine the future of CNTs, as shown in Fig. 8.
In other words, the combination of structure control and
scale-up synthesis, or the cooperation between lab and
industry, is the key step for the real application of CNTs.
For example, if SWNT segments can be used as catalysts
for an efficient epitaxial growth and this technology can
be utilized in large-scale growth via FB, the final products
should have the advantages of uniform structure, metal-
free and high yield, without most of the current diffi-
culties. In a word, there is still a long way to make CNTs
become an irreplaceable material in the future. However,
the rapid development and continuous attention give us
the sufficient confidence. We believe CNT can show its
excellent performance and make our life colorful in the
future.
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碳纳米管: 可控制备决定未来
张树辰1, 钱柳1, 赵秋辰1, 王泽群1, 林德武1, 刘伟铭1, 陈亚彬2,
张锦1*

摘要 在过去几十年中, 碳纳米管由于其优异的物理和化学性质而
备受关注, 被认为是一个强有力的未来明星材料. 尽管基于碳纳米
管的诸多产品及应用实例相继浮现, 但是碳纳米管所呈现出的实
际性质与理论值之间依然存在较大差异, 无法达到研究者的预期,
这源自于目前尚未成熟的控制制备技术. 碳纳米管的可控制备技
术包括结构的精细控制方法和样品的宏量制备技术, 这在很大程
度上决定了碳纳米管的未来发展前景. 基于此, 本文概述了近几十
年来研究者们在碳纳米管的精细结构控制、聚合状态设计和样品
宏量制备等方面的主要进展, 进一步指出了碳纳米管未来的可控
制备技术必须与特定化的应用紧密结合, 以迎接即将来临的产业
化时代.
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